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Mr. President, 
Mr. Chairman, 
Dear Governors, 
 
I would like to begin by expressing my warmest gratitude to the Government of Japan for hosting 
this Annual Meeting, namely for the excellent organization and warm hospitality. This is my first 
ADB meeting and I am very pleased to represent Portugal in such an important event, which also 
commemorates the 50th anniversary of this Institution. 
 
As you are aware, the Portuguese economy is gradually, but steadily, recovering. Portugal is back 
to convergence with Europe, growing even at faster rates than the euro area average. 
Unemployment is now at 2009-levels and job creation more than doubles the European average. 
Our public deficit fell down to 2% of the GDP in 2016, the lowest level of the last 40 years. Our 
external current and capital account has been in surplus for five years in a row, reaching almost 
2% of GDP in 2016. As a small open economy, we are committed to deepen our engagement 
with ADB, which we perceive as a strategic partner and a catalyst for international economic 
cooperation in Asia. 
 
At the same time, we are conscious of the development needs of the region, both in terms of hard 
and soft infrastructure, which the Bank’s most recent flagship study estimates to be at around 
USD 1.7 trillion per year until 2030, if we are to maintain the efforts currently underway to tackle 
poverty and promote growth in an economic, environmental and socially sustainable manner.  
 
Raising the profile of ADB in Portugal, and in Europe as a whole, is an important goal, if we are 
to secure a more active involvement of our private sector in projects and initiatives that count with 
the support of the Bank. In this regard, we welcome the High Level Business Opportunities 
Seminar hosted in March 20 in Lisbon, with the participation of three director-generals of this 
institution. The feedback was very positive from both sides and we hope to forge closer ties 
between ADB and our economic agents in the near future. 
 
Ladies and gentlemen, 
Turning now to ADB broader issues, I would like to mention three topics. 
 
First, we commend the transfer of ADF [Asian Development Fund] loans and assets to the OCR 
[Ordinary Capital Resources] balance sheet. We believe that this operation provided the Bank 
with an unprecedented financial muscle, which will materialize into an increase of operations. We 
are positive that this transfer will have a positive impact in the development efforts currently 
underway in the region.
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Second, ADB has been in the market for 50 years now: its value added is clear, its policy dialogue 
capacity has a long standing and successful record, and its know-how is quite vast. However, 
efficiency gains are also very important. Delivery is important and ADB also needs to be leaner 
and faster. This is one aspect where improvement is critical. We commend the efforts the 
Management has made to review and simplify internal procedures aiming at cutting, in a sizeable 
manner, the time spent in the project cycle, from project identification to Board approval and first 
disbursements. Competition in the landscape of development and project financing is strong, not 
only multilaterally, but also with bilateral and domestic sources of financing. ADB needs to keep 
moving forward with this agenda. 
 
Third, we think that the process of drawing the 2030 Strategy, one of the topics discussed in this 
Annual Meeting, needs to be inclusive and bring all stakeholders onboard. Special attention needs 
to be dedicated to the role that ADB will play in Middle Income Countries, where a more robust 
framework may be needed in order to achieve the set out development objectives. In fact, these 
countries have different demands when compared with the poorer developing countries, which 
benefit from a wider range of sources of financing, both domestically and in the international 
markets. Targeted solutions, in line with the Agenda 2030 and the Sustainable Development 
Goals, are key if we want to make the difference in the Asia-Pacific region. 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
Allow me one final word to reiterate, as the Bank forges ahead a new and ambitious agenda 
amidst a fast-changing economic and financial landscape, Portugal’s willingness to work with the 
current Management and with all shareholders in order to achieve the mandate of this important 
institution, which is as relevant now as it was 50 years ago. 
 
Thank you for your attention. 
 
 
 
 


